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Early modern Finnish from a letter corpus perspective 
 
Personal and private writings provide a unique window into everyday language use in the past: 
how the spelling and the choice of word forms and new words were used to convey social 
meaning (e.g. prestige or informality), and how this changed over time. The standard for written 
Finnish was created in a short, intensive period of time during mid-19th century – an excellent 
laboratory for studying language change and standardization of language! 

The project consortium Interfacing Structured and Unstructured data in Sociolinguistic 
Research on Language Change (STRATAS, Academy of Finland 2016–2019) studies language 
change by developing tools that enable us to ask questions that have until now been too labour-
intensive to answer. The main interest of STRATAS as a whole is on sociolinguistic variation and 
change in personal and private writings. Sociolinguistics studies language in society, with the basic 
starting points that 1) language variation is never random, but it carries social meaning, and 2) 
language forms a fundamental means for human expression of identity. 
 The first aim of Finnish subproject (RATAS) is to compile a geographically, temporally and 
socially representative digital corpus of early modern Finnish correspondence. Handwritten letters 
are being unearthed from public and private archives around Finland: our main sources will be the 
Finnish Literature Society’s archive, the National Library of Finland, the Institute of immigration, 
and local city archives. Our hypothesis is that by analysing this original manuscript data and by 
connecting it with external factors (place, time, social status, ideological environment), we can 
observe how social meanings arise in context.  

The project is still in its early stages and our letter corpus is currently in progress. In our 
presentation, we will describe the backgrounds and objectives of our subproject in general and 
present some examples  of the preliminary linguistic analysis (e.g. rich variation of grammatical 
cases). 
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The Redefinition of European Borders in English and German Romanticism 
 
Abstract 
 
Most texts are spatial implying a network of important places. This was especially typical of the 
Romantic era (1790–1840) that was characterised by the growing interest in historical and natural 
sites. My research project provides a new interpretation of English and German Romanticism by 
changing the focus from temporal to spatial. On the special focus of this presentation is Romantic 
Philhellenism and the interest in the Greek areas of the Ottoman Empire. The Napoleonic Wars 
(1803–1815) and the Greek War of Independence (1821–1829) were redefining the borders of 
Europe, and the English and German Romantics were actively participating on the spatial definition 
of European culture. I analyse the spatiality of Romantic texts by reconstructing the various maps 
they implied by using named-entity recognition (NER), geoparsing and other text mining methods. 
The study of Romanticism has often focused on the canon of few famous authors, but applying the 
methods of the digital humanities has a potential to analyse a much bigger corpus of primary 
sources. 
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In the little-known utopian text “My Visit to Sybaris”, in Edward E. Hale’s Sybaris and Other Homes (1869), 
the protagonist finds himself unexpectedly in an Italian-Greek city preserved from antiquity, whose 
inhabitants combine highly developed technology with ancient legal practices. The text’s concerns range 
from the problematics of urban housing and financial reform to urban and suburban planning. A 
particularly intriguing concept is that of “harpagmos”, a verdict passed for a crime when someone “has 
taken from a citizen what he cannot restore” (Hale 52). The crime includes the stealing of time, echoing 
contemporary discussions about labour and currency reform. There are interesting ecological dimensions, 
too, since the verdict of “harpagmos” can be passed for disturbing the natural and ecological harmony. In 
this respect, “Sybaris” prefigures later utopian/dystopian accounts concerned with ecological catastrophes. 
In my presentation, I will examine “My Visit to Sybaris” in its context of nineteenth-century utopian 
literature, with a particular interest in the environmental undercurrents in the text. My approach is further 
informed by a concern with how the paratextual elements of the text, its various time frames, as well as the 
intertextual references (including numerous references to texts from Antiquity) point to particular readings 
of the text. 
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